PRESS RELEASE:
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CovertTrack Announces Release of Covert Cash™ and Covert Rx™
GPS Trackers Designed Specifically for Law Enforcement
Both trackers offer exceptional tracking capability to accommodate various types
of deployment
January 28, 2020: To expand its new Covert Line of GPS solutions, CovertTrack
has released Covert Cash™ and Covert Rx™. The new designs join the
already-released Covert HC™ Tracker.
The new Covert Cash™ Tracker offers flexibility with investigations and other
deployments when utilizing cash assets. The device allows officers to track and
arrest offenders with cash investigations. Covert Cash is thin, flexible, and easily
concealed with other currency.
Covert Rx™ is designed to be used in pharmaceutical and narcotics
investigations. It can be easily concealed with other drugs, providing a powerful
tracking technology to effect an arrest.
The Covert Line of trackers are 4G and use GNSS, WiFi, and RF technology for
superior location tracking. The devices offer a wide range of customizable
settings, including sleep timers, report intervals, tracking data storage, and much
more. CovertTrack’s web interface, created specifically to meet law enforcement
demands, offers superior mapping features and 24/7/365 customer support from
headquarters in Scottsdale, AZ.
Notes for editors
About CovertTrack & 3SI Security Systems
CovertTrack is a recognized leader in technical surveillance equipment. We
create innovative, specialized tools for GPS tracking, bait vehicles, audio
surveillance, and video surveillance. For nearly 15 years, CovertTrack has
partnered with government organizations and police agencies across the U.S. to
enable effective and secure covert investigations. In 2019, CovertTrack was
acquired by 3SI Security Systems. 3SI provides advanced security solutions,
supported by local law enforcement, to thousands of financial institutions and
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retailers worldwide. Together, the companies provide tactical solutions to enable
secure, covert investigations to thousands of satisfied customers.
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